MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small RNA molecules that regulate gene expression. They are characterized by specific maturation processes defined by canonical and non-canonical biogenic pathways. Analysis of $0.5 billion sequences from mouse data sets derived from different tissues, developmental stages and cell types, partly characterized by either ablation or mutation of the main proteins belonging to miRNA processor complexes, reveals 66 high-confidence new genomic loci coding for miRNAs that could be processed in a canonical or non-canonical manner. A proportion of the newly discovered miRNAs comprises mirtrons, for which we define a new sub-class. Notably, some of these newly discovered miRNAs are generated from untranslated and open reading frames of coding genes, and we experimentally validate these. We also show that many annotated miRNAs do not present miRNA-like features, as they are neither processed by known processing complexes nor loaded on AGO2; this indicates that the current miRNA miRBase database list should be refined and re-defined. Accordingly, a group of them map on ribosomal RNA molecules, whereas others cannot undergo genuine miRNA biogenesis. Notably, a group of annotated miRNAs are Dgcr8 independent and DICER dependent endogenous small interfering RNAs that derive from a unique hairpin formed from a short interspersed nuclear element.
INTRODUCTION
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small RNA molecules that range from 21 to 25 nucleotides (nt) in length, capable of negatively regulating gene expression. They usually mediate their action by base pairing with the 3 0 untranslated region (3 0 -UTR) of messenger RNA (mRNA) targets (1) . The majority of miRNAs are transcribed as a long primary transcript (pri-miRNA) that undergoes a canonical pathway of biogenesis characterized by a dual processing event ( Figure 1 ). The first cleavage is carried out by the RNAse III, DROSHA and its partner Dgcr8 (called microprocessor complex) in the nucleus (2) (3) (4) . This cut converts the pri-miRNA into a $70-nt hairpin-loop precursor miRNA (pre-miRNA), leaving a 5 0 phosphate and 2-nt 3 0 overhang (2,3). The second cleavage occurs in the cytoplasm and is carried out by the RNAse III enzyme DICER, which cuts out the loop converting the pre-miRNA into miRNA/miRNA* duplex, $22 nt in length ( Figure 1 ). This cleavage again leaves a 2-nt 3 0 overhang (4). After maturation, one of the two strands from the duplex is predominantly loaded onto an miRNA-induced silencing complex (miRISC), composed of Argonaute (Ago) proteins, producing the effector complex. Recently, a number of alternative mechanisms of miRNA biogenesis, so-called non-canonical pathways, have been characterized and include both DROSHA-independent and DICER independent processes ( Figure 1 ) (5) .
Mirtrons are short hairpin introns that are spliced and debranched from mRNA transcripts directly forming a pre-mirna DICER substrate, escaping DROSHA-Dgcr8 processing (Figure 1 ) (6) (7) (8) . Furthermore a sub-class of 'tailed mirtrons' contains only one end of the pre-mirna formed directly by splicing, but its maturation is still DROSHA independent and DICER dependent ( Figure 1 ). It is thought that whereas Drosophila expresses only 3 0 -tailed mirtrons (the tail is removed by the exosome) (9) , vertebrates produce only 5 0 -tailed mirtrons, but the nuclease involved in the removal of their tail has not been defined yet (5) . However, two articles recently reported the expression of 3 0 -tailed mirtrons in mammals (10, 11) . In addition, miRNAs can be directly transcribed as endogenous short hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) (12) or derived from both C/D and H/ACA C/D box and H/ACA box small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA) types that comprise additional DROSHA independent DICER dependent sub-classes ( Figure 1) (5, 13) .
Another class of small RNAs generated by DICER, independently of DROSHA, is the endogenous small interfering RNAs (endo-siRNAs). They are generated by a sequential DICER cleavage of long double-stranded RNA molecules. Although they have been described in various organisms and also in mouse oocytes and mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) (12, 14, 15) , they remain uncharacterized in other mammalian tissues, with many doubting they exist in these cell types.
It has been recently shown that miRNA processing could also be independent of DICER but mediated by Argonaute 2 (AGO2). miR-451 is processed by DROSHA in the nucleus, producing an unusually small pre-mir-451, which is then loaded and directly matured by AGO2 ( Figure 1 ) (16) (17) (18) .
In this study, we performed an examination of deep sequencing of small RNA sequences from published data sets, partly derived from mouse cells, in which the main effectors of miRNA biogenesis pathways have been mutated or completely removed. We mapped reads derived from these data sets on miRNAs elucidated after the examined studies had been published. Using this approach, we determined that a group of annotated canonical miRNAs is processed through a non-canonical pathway. We also showed that many currently annotated miRNAs do not present miRNA-like features, as they are neither processed by any of the known processing complexes, nor are they loaded onto AGO2, indicating that the current miRNA list in the miRBase database (www.miRBase.org) (19) should be refined and re-defined.
Using newly developed highly efficient algorithms of miRNA predictions (20) , plus genomic inspection of the small sequence reads, we discovered novel canonical and non-canonical miRNAs, comprising miRNAs derived from coding and untranslated regions of protein-coding genes in mammals [previously only described in Drosophila (21)]. Finally, we found that previously annotated miRNAs located on short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs) originated from a unique long hairpin RNA structure processed by DICER to produce endo-siRNAs in somatic tissues (as per our flowchart in Supplementary Figure S1 ).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data sets and pre-processing
Small RNA reads used in this study were downloaded from the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) and the Sequence Read Archive (SRA). The accession numbers of all data sets analyzed are summarized in the Supplementary Table S1 . When raw sequences were available, the 3 0 adaptors were clipped out with the FASTX-toolkit (http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/) before further analysis. GEO format files were transformed to multi-Fasta files using the auxiliary scripts available from the miRDeep2 package (20) . 
Read mapping and small RNA quantification
Pre-processed reads were mapped to the University of California at Santa Cruz mm9 genome assembly using Bowtie version 0.12.8, allowing for zero mismatches. All reads that mapped perfectly to the genome at <500 loci were considered for further analysis. Genome inspection was performed visualizing the mapped reads on the University of California at Santa Cruz genome browser (22) . Reads were mapped on known miRNAs using the quantifier script from the miRDeep2 package (20) . miRNA sequences were downloaded from miRBase release 18, November 2011. Quantification of known miRNAs between various mutant backgrounds was performed as described (12) .
miRNA discovery and miRNA expression profiles
To discover novel miRNAs, the miRDeep2 algorithm was used (20) maintaining default settings and filtering reads by size 17 nt. Among the new miRNAs discovered using this approach, high-confidence miRNAs containing both mature and star sequences complementary with 2-nt 3 0 overhang detected in multiple samples were considered. Genomic inspection of the novel miRNAs was performed directly using Blat links located on the html output files, obtained at the end of the mirRDeep2 runs. Newly discovered miRNAs were then quantified among the various tissue samples using the quantifier module (20) . Obtained normalized reads were used to build an intensity plot with Partek Genomic Suite (Partek Incorporated, USA). Secondary RNA structures of the precursors were either directly obtained using miRDeep2, which uses RNAfold by default (http://rna.tbi.univie.ac.at/cgi-bin/ RNAfold.cgi), or manually assembled using mfold (http://mfold.rna.albany. edu/?q=mfold/RNA-Folding-Form).
Evaluation of miRNAs located on genomic repeats
To evaluate whether annotated miRNAs are located on genomic repeats and to discover the nature of these repeats, downloaded miRNA precursors from the miRBase release 18 
RESULTS
Re-analysis of known miRNAs to identify additional Dgcr8 independent or DICER independent miRNAs
Babiarz et al. (12, 23) sequenced small RNAs derived from wild-type (WT), Dgcr8 À/À and DICER À/À mESCs, as well as mouse hippocampus and cortex tissues. Using this approach, they identified mouse mirtrons, endogenous miRNA producing shRNAs and new snoRNAs with miRNA-like features (12, 23) . The newly discovered miRNAs from mESCs were annotated on miRBase release 13. Considering that in miRBase release 13, there were 547 annotated miRNAs, whereas the new miRBase release 18 contains 741 miRNAs, the biogenesis of 193 miRNAs could potentially be re-evaluated using sequencing reads derived from these experiments and miRNAs downloaded from the current version of the miRBase as a substrate for analysis with mESCs.
To discover new canonical and non-canonical miRNAs, we re-analyzed these sequencing data, mapping the reads onto miRNAs derived from the miRBase annotation, release 18, and on the mm9 mouse genome assembly, considering only perfect mapping for further analysis. As previously described (12) , normalized reads that decreased <2-fold in either mutant background were considered as Dgcr8 or DICER independent. We also included reads derived from photo-cross-linking immunoprecipitation (CLIP) of AGO2 followed by deep sequencing (CLIP-seq) in WT and DICER À/À mESCs to evaluate possible AGO2 loading (24) . This approach indicated that 23 miRNAs were Dgcr8 independent, but DICER dependent ( Supplementary Table S2 and Figure 2A ), 16 more than the ones described in the original study (12) , confirming our hypothesis that using these methods, we can discover non-canonical miRNAs. Nevertheless, some of those have already been re-classified in an experimental evaluation of novel and annotated miRNAs (25) . In Table 1 , we listed the Dgcr8 independent and DICER dependent miRNAs that we retrieved with this analysis and summarized a previous classification of some of the Dgcr8 independent miRNAs that we recovered (8, 12, 13, 25, 26) .
Interestingly, we could also appreciate that at least 17 of the annotated miRNAs appeared independent of DICER activity (Figure 2A and Supplementary Table S2 ). Considering thus far that only miR-451 has been described as a DICER independent miRNA, we proceeded to investigate the possibility that other miRNAs could show similar characteristics.
Re-evaluation of the current miRBase list of miRNAs
To investigate the possibility that the annotated miRNAs we found to be independent of DICER processing are also dependent on AGO2 catalytic activity, we analyzed the expression of these miRNAs using small RNA reads from embryonic liver tissue of mice that have been engineered to have a catalytically inactive AGO2 protein (17) ( Supplementary Table S2 ). We again included in this analysis reads derived from AGO2-CLIP-seq, to evaluate whether these miRNAs were loaded onto AGO2. As expected, reads corresponding to the genuine DICER independent miR-451 were 70-fold less in the setting of an AGO2 mutant background compared with WT. Furthermore, AGO2-CLIP-derived reads contained the DICER independent miR-451 ( Supplementary Table S2 ). Notably, all the other DICER independent miRNAs were not predominantly present in WT compared with AGO2 mutants, as the ratio between the number of normalized reads corresponding to these miRNAs in WT and the number of reads from AGO2 mutant approached 1, indicating that they cannot be derived from AGO2 cleavage ( Supplementary Table S2 ). Interestingly, these miRNAs appeared to be also Dgcr8 independent. Because they do not appear to be processed by any known effector(s) of miRNA biogenesis and, in addition, were not loaded onto AGO2 ( Supplementary  Table S2 ), it emerged that these reads could arise from erroneous annotations of other kind of small RNA molecules or RNA degradation products.
To elucidate the nature of these miRNAs, we first ran RepeatMasker (http://www.repeatmasker.org) on the entire set of mouse pre-mirnas that we had downloaded from miRBase 18. This indicated that although 81% of the annotated miRNAs map onto specific localized regions of the genome, they can also be located on genomic repeats ( Figure 2B and Supplementary Table  S3 ). The possibility that genuine miRNAs can map onto genomic repeats that diverged from the consensus sequence has also been demonstrated by others (20, 27, 28) .
Remarkably, 1% of annotated miRNAs mapped onto ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs), whereas just two of them onto transfer RNAs (tRNAs) ( Figure 2B ). miRNAs that map onto rRNA sequences corresponded to miR-2182, miR-5102, miR-5105, miR-5109 and miR-5115. Although we could not retrieve any reads derived from miR-2182 in mESCs, the other four were among the miRNAs that we found to be unprocessed by any known miRNA processing factor and not even loaded onto AGO2 ( Supplementary Table S2 ), indicating an erroneous annotation of these sequences derived from rRNAs. Regarding the two miRNAs that map onto tRNAs, one corresponded to miR-1983 that has been demonstrated to be an RNA molecule that can assume two different structures, functioning either as a tRNA or as an endogenous shRNA processed by DICER (12) . The second, miR-5097 was again among the miRNAs that are neither processed by DICER nor loaded onto AGO2 ( Supplementary Table S2 ), indicating again an erroneous annotation of a tRNA as miRNA. Among other miRNAs that do not fall into these two categories, miR-3096, miR-3096b and miR-5117 contained reads corresponding to miRNAs that map inconsistently with DICER processing. miR-720 is conserved between primates and mice, but it is too short to be an miRNA because it is only 16-18 nt long, and in addition, the miRNA derived from the predicted hairpin structure is produced from the 3 0 end of the putative stem in mouse and from the 5 0 end in primates. miR-18a, an authentic miRNA, is instead perfectly conserved across species, including its position within the stem and its structure.
The remaining DICER independent miRNAs (Supplementary Table S2 ) had reads that map on the predicted precursor with a highly heterogeneous 5 0 end, suggesting that they could derive from non-specific degradation of a non-pre-mirna transcript. Analysis of deep small RNA sequencing data identifies a new sub-class of mammalian mirtrons previously annotated as canonical miRNAs miR-3062 is among the miRNAs that we found to be independent of Dgcr8, but dependent on DICER processing (Table 1 and Supplementary Table S2 ). It is expressed at low levels in all the tissues analyzed, with a mean number of 1.06 reads per million (rpm) (www. miRBase.org), and it has been described as a canonical miRNA (25) . We could determine reads from both WT and Dgcr8 backgrounds, but never from the DICER backgrounds in both mESCs and cortex ( Supplementary  Table S2 and Figure 3 ), indicating that its maturation bypasses Dgcr8 activity. Genomic inspection indicates that it derives from a short intron capable to fold into a hairpin loop. In contrast to other described mirtrons, neither of its ends appears to be formed by splicing, and we have thus proposed it as a two-tailed mirtron ( Figure  3 ).
Endo-siRNAs derived from SINE elements are expressed in various mammalian tissues miR-1965 was an additional DICER dependent and Dgcr8 independent miRNA that we have re-classified using our approach (Table 1 and Supplementary Table S2 ). The annotated miRNA is located in a hairpin structure for which the corresponding miRNA* species has never been identified ( Figure 4A ). Genomic inspection of the reads derived from this locus indicated that the arm producing the small RNA sequences overlaps with the described B1/Alu sub-class of SINE elements in mESCs ( Figure 4B ). This short repeat is predicted to form a long hairpin loop, an RNA structure that DICER processes serially, producing endo-siRNAs in mESC cells (12) . We next mapped again the most abundant reads derived from the WT mESCs on the B1/Alu hairpin, as performed by Babiarz et al. in their original study ( Figure 4C and Supplementary Figure S2 ). This indicates that miR-1965 represents an endo-siRNA formed from the DICER processing of this element, as in this context, it contains a complementary small RNA* on the opposite arm, which shared a 2-nt 3 0 overhang ( Figure 4C) , demonstrating that the annotated pre-mir-1965 is not a real miRNA precursor. Furthermore, other Dgcr8 independent and DICER dependent small RNAs ( Supplementary Table  S2 ), annotated as miR-1186, miR-1196 and miR-1935, do not show any miRNA* counterparts in the annotated precursors; they also derive from this Alu element, where instead they pair with their star counterparts with 2-nt 3 0 overhang ( Figures 4C and Supplementary Figure  S2 ). Again, this indicates an erroneous annotation of these small RNAs as miRNAs in the miRBase. Because miR-1965 was first identified from leukemia cells (23), we hypothesized that various tissues, not only mESCs, can also produce endo-siRNAs from the long hairpin loop derived from repeated elements, through sequential DICER processing. We first quantified the amount of miR-1965 in various mouse tissues and cells as an index of the amount of endo-siRNAs produced in these contexts ( Figure 4D ), indicating a substantial amount of endo-siRNAs production in various tissues, comparable in some cases with the ones produced from mESCs ( Figure  4D ). We then mapped reads derived from these mouse somatic tissues and cells on both Alu elements that have already been described by Babiarz et al. (12) to produce endo-siRNAs in mESCs ( Figures 4E and Supplementary  Figure S2 ), thereby showing that reads mapped on these repeats did not correspond exclusively to miR-1965 and the star counterpart, but instead are derived from different parts of the stems, phased at $21-nt intervals. Importantly, the reads from the 5 0 arms of the hairpins shared 2-nt overhangs with those from the 3 0 arms. We also demonstrated that endo-siRNAs derived from these elements are extensively detected in AGO2-CLIP and AGO2-immunoprecipitation (IP) libraries from mESC and NIH3T3 cells, respectively, indicating that after dicing, they are actively loaded on AGO2 complexes (Supplementary Figure S2) . Interestingly, in testes, endo-siRNAs spanning the entire stem are mainly produced from the Alu elements located on chromosome 4, whereas only two-phased reads were detected from the one located on chromosome 7, of which one exactly corresponds to miR-1965 (Supplementary Figure S2) . We then inspected genomic clusters from a chromatin immunoprecipitation experiment followed by deep sequencing (ChIP-seq) that used an antibody that recognizes the heterochromatin marker histone H3 lysine 9 trimethylation, a marker of transcriptional repression, from WT mESCs (29) . There were no clusters associated with these loci, indicating that these two Alu/B1 producing endo-siRNAs are not heterochromatic; therefore, this is likely to exclude any possibility of silencing mediated by AGO2-siRNA interaction with these loci (data not shown).
Deep sequencing data from various tissues identify novel canonical and non-canonical miRNAs and reveal miRNA production from coding regions in mammals
To identify a substantial amount of novel miRNAs from mouse sequences, we downloaded additional samples containing deep sequences of small RNAs from the GEO and the SRA databases. For this study, we used 474 439 169 reads that were >16 nt in length, derived from several different adult mouse tissues, developmental stages and cell types in addition to three different mutant backgrounds, and reads derived from IP and CLIP of AGO2. To discover novel miRNAs, we used miRDeep2, a new algorithm capable of discovering canonical and non-canonical miRNAs with high efficiency from various animal clades (20) . For miRNA selection, we used strict criteria that were previously successfully undertaken to annotate miRNAs from small RNA deep sequencing with high confidence (20, 21, 25) . In doing so, we considered as confident for annotation only miRNAs that (i) paired with 2-nt overhang, with the miRNA star on the stem of the predicted precursor, and (ii) also contained a uniform 5 0 terminus compared with the 3 0 terminus that was expressed in multiple tissues. Using this approach, we selected 66 genomic locations that can produce miRNAs (Supplementary Figure S3 , Table 2 and Supplementary Table S4 ). The miRNAs identified were predominantly derived from the sense strand of introns or were from intergenic loci (61 and 23%, respectively) as expected (30) ( Figure 5A ). The minority of these derived from exonic regions (16%) ( Figure 5A) . Surprisingly, only one of the new discovered miRNAs were produced from the exon of a non-coding RNA, whereas nine of these were produced from coding (CDS) and untranslated regions of protein-coding genes. To the best of our knowledge. miRNAs derived from coding regions were discovered only in Drosophila recently (21) . We found one miRNA is produced from the 3 0 -UTR of Fnbp1l, one from the 5 0 -UTR of Alg10b, four from CDSs and, interestingly, three from a region that spans the 5 0 -UTR with the coding region, indicating that DICER could compete with the translational machinery of those mRNAs ( Table 2 and Supplementary Table S4 ). We also found two miRNAs derived from genomic repeats, one from a SINE element and one for a long interspersed nuclear element (LINE) ( Figure 5B , Table 2 and Supplementary Table S4 ). Furthermore, 12% of the discovered miRNAs derived from the antisense strand of previously annotated ones ( Figure 5B , Table 2 and Supplementary Table S4 ). We also discovered four novel 5 0 -tailed mirtrons, and one that contains a long tail at 5 0 end and a short one (11 nt) at the 3 0 , which we propose as a second two-tailed mirtron (chr6_15427) other than miR-3062 ( Figure 5B , Table 2 and Supplementary Table S4 ).
Accordingly and in conjunction with previous findings (26) , 97% of the mirtrons that we identified in this study contained miRNAs derived from the 3 0 part of the precursor either in mono-uridylated or in monoadenylated forms (Supplementary Figure S3 ). The majority of the novel miRNAs identified in this study (58%) were not conserved; 26% were conserved in the rat, whereas 16% were conserved in several species (Figure 5C , Table 2 and Supplementary Table S4 ).
Experimental validation demonstrates that hairpins derived from coding regions are processed to miRNAs
To validate our findings, we first mapped reads derived from WT, DICER knockout (KO) and Dgcr8 KO mESCs, from CLIP of AGO2 from mESCs and from cells derived from AGO2-IP (NIH3T3 and mESC cells) onto our newly discovered miRNAs ( Figure 6A and Supplementary Table  S5 ). In doing so, we demonstrated that 70% of these novel miRNAs are loaded on AGO2 and/or processed by DICER (they are absent from DICER KO), indicating that our methods elucidate authentic miRNAs ( Figure 6A and Supplementary Table S5 ). Importantly, we found that a group of miRNAs was independent of Dgcr8 processing ( Figure 6A , Supplementary Tables S4 and S5 ). Among these, there were mirtrons and miRNAs derived from repeats as expected. Chr15_38333, derived from the 5 0 -UTR of Alg10b, was the only miRNA encoded by a protein-coding sequence expressed in both NIH3T3 and mESCs and could be verified to be loaded on AGO2 and dependent on DICER processing ( Figure 6A and Supplementary Table S5) . Surprisingly, it appears to be independent of Dgcr8 processing ( Figure 6A and Supplementary Table S5 ). In addition, chr3_8489, a second novel miRNAs derived from the 3 0 -UTR of Fnb1l, contains reads just in Dgcr8 À/À mESCs, indicating microprocessor independency. A group of miRNAs that appeared dependent on DICER but independent of DGCR8 does not seem to belong to mirtrons or snoRNA sub-classes, and we refer to these as potential shRNA ( Table  2 , Supplementary Tables S4 and S5) as described (12, 25) .
We also selected and cloned into a CMV vector four novel hairpins of miRNAs [including two canonical miRNAs (chr1_8658 and chr7_32398) and two miRNAs derived from protein-coding regions: chr14_30051, derived from a region that spans the 5 0 -UTR and CDS of Pde12, and chr15_38048, from the CDS of Csf2rb2, which could not be validated using the previous approach (because they are not expressed in those cells)] and ectopically expressed these in HEK293T cell lines. Small RNA sequencing of these cells revealed that all the miRNAs tested were efficiently processed compared with cells expressing an empty vector control ( Figure  6B ). We also cloned and ectopically expressed miR-5105, which we discovered as an erroneous annotation because it was derived from rRNA, and in subsequent experiments observed no significant changes in reads from this region and miR-7091 as positive control ( Figure 6B ). We also cloned an miRNA interaction site six times in a row into a vector, incorporating it as the 3 0 -UTR of the luciferase gene, and co-expressed this with the CMV vector containing the hairpin of one of the newly discovered miRNAs (chr7_32398). We found that this miRNA was able to confer post-transcriptional gene regulation/ silencing ( Figure 6C ).
Quantification of the newly identified miRNAs in multiple tissues
We then performed quantification of the newly discovered miRNAs among the tissues analyzed in this study (Figure 7 and Supplementary Table S5 ). This derives a map of the expression of the novel miRNAs in tissues and different developmental stages, and indicates their presence in multiple tissues (Figure 7 and Supplementary  Table S6 ). Interestingly, the miRNA heat map clearly differentiates blood cells from the remainder (Figure 7 ).
DISCUSSION
In this study, we re-analyzed small RNA sequences from multiple mouse tissues, partly characterized by mutation or KO of the main effectors of miRNA biogenesis, to provide a more reliable miRNA list and to discover and characterize these novel miRNAs. We also used small RNA sequences isolated from IP of AGO2. Such an analysis permitted the discovery of mammalian mirtrons, putative shRNAs and miRNAs derived from coding and untranslated region of protein-coding genes and antisense to annotated miRNAs, in addition to canonical miRNAs. We revealed 66-high confidence loci coding for miRNAs and experimentally validated some of these. Intriguingly, we could also demonstrate that at least two miRNAs derived from coding genes, one from the 3 0 -UTR and one from the 5 0 -UTR that are independent of Dgcr8 processing. It has been demonstrated that DROSHA-Dgcr8 processes and regulates mRNAs directly recognizing hairpin structures within these, but this processing is not destined to lead to miRNA production (31) . It is possible that DICER directly targets messengers recognizing hairpin structures, directly regulating mRNAs levels and producing miRNAs at the same time, but this observation requires further validation. We have used two methods to validate our findings: we mapped reads derived from WT, DICER KO and Dgcr8 KO mESCs; from CLIP of AGO2 from mESCs; and from NIH3T3 cells and AGO2 from NIH3T3 cells on our novel miRNAs, discovering that 70% of these miRNAs were loaded on AGO2 and/or processed by DICER. Next, we selected four novel miRNAs and one derived from rRNA (erroneous annotation), and ectopically expressed the corresponding hairpins in HEK293T cells. We observed that these were efficiently processed to miRNAs except the one discovered to be an erroneous annotation. We also experimentally demonstrated that one of the novel miRNAs is able to confer gene regulation/silencing. Lai's group recently published an article on the discovery of hundreds of mirtrons (10) . Because of these data, we subsequently excluded 30 mirtrons from our study owing to overlap; in contrast, this indicated our ability to discover authentic miRNAs using our analysis. We also mapped reads derived from WT, DICER À/À and Figure 7 . Novel candidate miRNA expression profiles. Expression of normalized reads of novel discovered miRNAs across different embryonic and adult mouse tissues. The sum of the normalized reads is provided in the Supplementary Table S6. Dgcr8 À/À mESCs on miRNAs downloaded from the current miRBase release 18, to evaluate whether part of the new annotated miRNAs, missed in the original analysis, belonged to a non-canonical pathway of biogenesis, and to verify that all the annotated miRNAs are processed by DICER. We found that many annotated small RNAs did not conform to the rules of miRNA biogenesis, indicating that the current miRBase list should be carefully re-defined. Mapping reads derived from mutated backgrounds showed us that a group of annotated miRNAs was not processed by DICER or Dgcr8, nor were they loaded on the AGO2 complex. We also found that some of these reads map on rRNA or tRNA, and that they have a heterogenous 5 0 end (mapping on the precursor inconsistent with DICER processing). For this approach, we used miRNAs derived from the mirbase release 18, and accordingly, at least some of them (miR-2182, miR-5102 and miR-720) have been already removed from the newest release of the miRBase (miRBase 19).
We also characterized a new group of mirtrons in which both ends are not directly defined by splicing, which we alternatively define as two-tailed mirtrons. miR-3062, previously annotated as a canonical miRNA, is usually expressed at low levels (25) . After splicing, the entire 97nt-long intron, containing miR-3062, forms a hairpin that contains a 5 0 tail of 21 nt and a 3 0 tail of 13 nt from the mature 5p and 3p miRNA reads, respectively. The size of the two tails is incompatible with DROSHA processing, as it has been demonstrated that precursors should contain at least 40 nt on each side of the hairpin to be recognized as a DROSHA substrate (32) . In addition, we could demonstrate that its processing is independent of Dgcr8, but dependent on DICER in both mESCs and mouse cortex. Because the entire intron forms a hairpin loop, including the two tails, it is likely that in this case, the two tails are not removed by any nucleases, which probably occurs for 'canonical' tailed mirtrons, but instead the entire hairpin is transported from the nucleus into the cytoplasm, where DICER recognizes it as a substrate, cleaving it directly under the loop, but above the double-stranded end. Similarly, snoRNAs, in which the hairpin structure does not contain a typical 2-nt overhang at the end of the stem, can be subjected to DICER processing (13) .
Another important observation was that somatic tissues express endo-siRNAs derived from long hairpins. Although endo-siRNAs have been previously cloned from mice, not only fruit flies, plants and nematodes (14) , it has been shown thus far that they are a characteristic of cells that do not possess an interferon response, such as oocytes and mESCs (12, 33, 34) . We found here that some annotated miRNAs are endo-siRNAs that are produced from one convergent Alu/B1 SINE element located on chromosome 7 that, together with another one located on chromosome 4, is described as the source of endo-siRNAs in mESCs (12) . Because one of these miRNAs, miR-1965, which we show to correspond to the end of the long stem formed by the transcription of one of the Alu elements, is widely expressed in tissues types, we postulated that endo-siRNAs derived from these two Alu elements are not restricted to mESCs. We could map reads derived from these stems on the tissues that we analyzed, but not in post-mitotic neurons. However, the amount of reads generated by sequential DICER processing and the region that is predominantly cleaved by it can be diverse in different tissues, indicating regulation of their processing in various tissue types. Nevertheless, Kaneco et al. demonstrated that macular degeneration is caused by DICER loss, but not by a loss of miRNAs (35) . The lack of DICER expression causes an up-regulation of Alu elements that, in turn, causes cytotoxicity, indicating the possibility that DICER is directly implicated in the silencing of the Alu element. Moreover, the authors propose that DICER could directly process Alu elements to render them inert (35) . Because we found that somatic tissues produce endo-siRNAs from Alu elements, this could indeed be possible. We also demonstrated that the produced endo-siRNAs are then loaded onto AGO2 complexes. We analyzed the genomic regions containing these Alu elements for the presence of genomic clusters derived from a chromatin immunoprecipitation experiment followed by deep sequencing (ChIP-seq) that used an antibody that recognizes the heterochromatin marker histone H3 lysine 9 trimethylation, performed in WT mESCs (29) . This revealed to us that these two Alu/ B1 elements producing endo-siRNAs are not heterochromatic, which indicates that the mechanisms of action of Alu element-derived endo-siRNAs are not yet clear and merit further investigation.
